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About This Game
Blue Rose is an interactive ‘visual novel’, following the viewpoint of the female knight Lena as she enters an unknown world
deep in the mountains. Lena is a Templar of the Blue Rose, living her life to fight and protect her home and country.
But what is truly important to her is only just about to reveal itself. Pulled away from the front lines of the war, Lena finds
herself trapped in a secluded, unknown village in the mountains. For the first time she will make her own decisions – and face
the consequences.

Features:

5 routes – 4 guys and 1 girl
10 endings
Unlockable mini stories
CG and music gallery
What is a Visual Novel?
Step into the shoes of Lena as you go through an interactive novel-style story of text, illustrations, and music, making choices
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and influencing the plot as you go.
Who will Lena choose as her companion? Will she and the others succeed in opposing the threat that they have uncovered?
Make your choices and find out.
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Title: Blue Rose Demo
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
White Cat
Publisher:
White Cat
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2013
b4d347fde0

English
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blue rose demo achievements
Game rating
Innovation: Extremely poor
Indulgement qualities: Above average
Illustration: Below average
Creativity and writing qualities: Above average
Overall size: Medium. its kinda lit. If you dont have this game, get it or else you're a total loser. This game was very fun I'm sore
after playing through it but in a good way the locomotion was not my favorite but I can live with it, I loved the sword play I felt
like a super powered ninja. My only qualms about this game is how it follows your head and you end up getting all twisted
around even with the snap movement, the enemies look very 8bit esque but I still liked it, overall this game is worth the money
and I cannot wait till more is added on. Gets more boring and more boring.. don't buy, not worth even a cent.. Perfect for the
Formula 1 fan or fan of racing games.
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I lost some hours of complex real life trying to survive in virtual primordial soup.
Real life, go to hell, please!. This is the other piece of your mech collection. You're gonna have a rough time of heavy targets
that come out in comparason to using the other two mechs missiles or big cannon, but it can get the job done still with patience.
This machine however will chew up mediums and smalls well, and do it while providing the usual mech armor protection along
the way.
With the fact that these mechs can be called down pretty fast makes them the ideal asset for combat situations. Mechs also
automatically chunk stratagem balls at distance without the wait of charging up a throw.
Walk on little guys, bullets galore, and if it seems stiff at first, just give it an upgrade and swing those arms for faster response.
Mechs can get squirly with their torso turns at first, but you learn how to make the most of them fast.
Again the fact you can call them down faster than most weapons or ammo makes them a good fast answer to changing
conditions, and good protection for a bit of a haul. It's your firepower and protection on a near moment's notice.
Mechs, the good answer to most of your combative needs, but you need to get out of them occasionaly for objectives, pick ups,
and you get only one per slot as you would expect. But their durability, functionality, and speedy delivery, make them well
worth it.. So good to be back in StrangeReal again.
Do not get this game if you want a flight sim that supports all your fancy flight sim gear. It's not for that, never has, never will
be. This is a story driven action game that just happens to be about fighter pilots and jets and the superweapons that they can
apparently destroy with the 100+ missiles they carry.
Yea, not a sim.
For the PS2 Trilogy (or just StrangeReal setting) fans, this is a "Greatest Hits" of the stories, themes and events from all games
from AC3 through to AC6. There's lots of little easter eggs and hints about the previous games (some subtle some not).
TL:DR
So if you're a long time Ace Combat fan and aren't looking for DCS but with voice acting, this is for you.
If you're looking for a realistic flight experience with support for HOTAS sticks, then this may disappoint.
If you're generally new to flight games and want to experience a fun story that has the freedom to allow for outlandish scenarios
as it's not bound to being set on "our Earth" then give it a go and see if you like the first few missions. Won't be long enough to
miss out on a refund if you really hate it.
. One of my favourite franchises!! I hope there's a 3rd already in the works! :D. I had to stop myself from playing it so that
when the game is more fully fleshed out I'll be able to enjoy that without having been burnt out on it already. It DOES need
more differentiated content: sectors are pretty same-y (though there are at least a couple of different types of sectors) and could
use more crafting options among other things (I'd love something like a top-down X3) but there is already a good deal that I like
about the game.. I see a lot of hate for these DLC weapons but they do have improved stats than normal versions of the weapon
not by much but still an improvment.
also they are more compact so they give you more space in your inventory plus they look much cooler.
furthermore they come with an aug upgrade. one dlc comes with an ability to turn old weapons or ammo and other items into
crafting parts by dismantling them.
The other dlc includes an aug that slows down the timer of an enemy grenade which is usefull.
Ps: they are still a rip off though, but I don't mind spending money on games I like.. This turn-based strategy brawler has been
around since 2005, though aesthetically it could pass as an early 90's release. However.. aesthetics are not so important in a
game such as this, and thankfully it works where it matters. It is somewhat overwhelming at first, even with the in-game
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tutorial.. but read the manual and watch the video tutorial, multiple times if you must, because the gameplay is surprisingly deep
and very fun indeed! The game is tough as nails, though you can customize the difficulty.. I found it very hard to put down.
Addictive.. Bad game that barely gives you any indication of how it's meant to be played. Books fall down continuously in two
columns on the screen, and you're supposed to click and drag them to sort them. It hardly ever works, and you often lose within
the first few minutes of playing. Something more than a few second long video of someone playing to act as a tutorial would've
been nice. Definitely pass.
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